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ABSTRACT:
In this paper, we study the computation time of routing
policies for the picker routing problem in order to
determine the feasibility of the simultaneous use of
these policies in picking problems. For this,
programming details of routing policies are shown, and
simulations considering different warehouse sizes and
pick list sizes are performed. Taking into account
different population sizes and numbers of iterations, the
computation time of routing policies in population-based
metaheuristics for the order batching problem is
estimated. 
Keywords Routing policies, picker routing, computing
time, warehouse management

RESUMEN:
Este artículo estudia el tiempo de computación de
políticas de ruteo de picking para determinar la
viabilidad del uso simultáneo de políticas de ruteo en
problemas de picking. Se presentan detalles de la
programación de las políticas de ruteo, y se realizan
simulaciones considerando diferentes tamaños de
almacén y listas de picking. Se estima el tiempo de
computación de políticas de ruteo para metaheurísticas
poblacionales aplicadas en problemas de conformación
de lotes. 
Palabras clave Políticas de ruteo, ruteo del picking,
tiempo de computación, gestión de almacenes,
preparación de pedidos.

1. Introduction
Warehouses and distribution centers represent an important echelon in the supply chain as they
regulate the flow of materials along the supply chain (Gu et al., 2007), store products and
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retrieve storage products to meet customer orders (Chen et al., 2005). It becomes more
evident in retail distribution centers that process a large number of orders, with items requiring
less than unit loads (Bozer & Kile, 2008). Therefore, warehouse management must reduce
operation times (Salazar et al., 2017), and meet customer needs in terms of accuracy, response
time, number of orders, order sizes and order frequency, which have changed dramatically with
the global economy and e-commerce demand trends (Manzini et al., 2015).
In warehouse management, the picking process consists of collecting items in a specified
quantity to satisfy customer orders (Roodbergen & Vis, 2006; Bustillo et al., 2015). Thus,
underperforming this process generates long processing and delivery times, incorrect
shipments, high labor costs, additional and/or emergency shipments (Henn et al., 2010). Within
the operations of the order picking, transport consumes at least 50% of the total order picking
time (De Koster et al., 2007; Tompkins et al., 2010), and considering that warehouse
operations are frequent, a small improvement in efficiency in order picking can lead to great
cost savings in warehouse management (Chen et al., 2005; Albareda-Sambola et al., 2009).
Travel time is considered as a function of the distance traveled, whereby it is considered as the
main performance measure to be optimized for warehouse management (Pan & Wu, 2012;
Karásek, 2013). Proper routing planning can minimize total order picking costs, and thus
achieve the goal of improving picking performance (Hsieh & Tsai, 2006). The picker routing
problem is responsible for the minimum distance to be traveled by the picker in a warehouse
(Hsieh & Huang, 2011; Azadnia et al., 2013), for which it is necessary to define the movements
of the pickier between the storage positions to retrieve the products (Roodbergen & Vis, 2006).
This problem is a special case of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) (Hsieh & Huang, 2011;
Cheng et al., 2015; Henn et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017; Cortes et al., 2017), however, as the
number of positions to be visited increases, the solution time to obtain an optimal solution
becomes intractable (Chen et al., 2015), and the routing problem cannot be solved to optimally
for every warehouse layout within reasonable computation times (van Gils et al., 2016).
In practice, the tour followed by the picker in order to retrieve items of customer orders is
generally determined by routing policies (Henn & Wäscher, 2012). Even in conventional
warehouses (rectangular warehouses), the picker routing problem can be practically solved with
heuristic methods (Karásek, 2013). Therefore, the use of routing policies prevails in practice,
and this is reinforced by the idea that the routing policies are straightforward, more consistent
in forming routes, avoiding confusion and errors (Petersen & Aase, 2004; Dukic & Oluic, 2007).
Previous studies in routing policies have found that a specific heuristic method could, in some
situations, result in a near-optimal route, but in some other situations it could perform badly
(Petersen, 1997; Dukic & Oluic, 2007), which requires the simultaneous study of several
routing policies to choose the best performing routing policy for a particular warehouse. On the
other hand, a growing number of picking aisles, or larger pick lists result in fast increasing
computing times (van Gils et al., 2016), whence it is necessary to study how routing policies
computing time is affected by increasing the layout size and the pick list size.
We will, therefore, study the computing time of routing policies under different warehouse
configurations and pick list sizes, in order to determine the feasibility of simultaneously
evaluating these policies for small, medium and large order picking problems. This will show
how the solution time for routing policies is affected depending on the number of aisles, storage
positions per aisle and pick list size, as well as affected depending on the population size and
number of generations used in population-based metaheuristics for order batching problems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow: In Section 2 and Section 3, we give a
precise description of the operation of the main routing policies, such as the S-shape, Largest
Gap, Return, and Composite routing policies. Section 4 describes numerical experiments to
evaluate the computing time of the routing policies. In Section 5, we present the results of the
computing times obtained from simulation experiments. The paper concludes with a summary
and an outlook on potential areas of future research.



2. Routing policies for the picker routing problem
The most commonly used routing policies in real warehouse environments are the S-shape,
Midpoint, Return, Largest Gap, Composite or Combined policies. In the S-shape or Traversal
policy, considered as the simplest routing policy, a picker begins from the Depot and proceeds
through all aisles containing picks before returning to the Depot (Petersen, 1997). Order pickers
only traverse an aisle containing at least one pick location from one end of the aisle and exits
through the other end of the aisle (Petersen, 1999; van Gils et al., 2016), and aisles without
items to be picked are skipped. If the number of aisles to be visited is odd, a return travel is
performed in the last aisle visited, otherwise the last aisle visited is traversed (Dukic & Oluic,
2007).
The Return policy is another straightforward routing policy, where a picker only enters aisles
containing picks. Therefore, the picker enters a pick aisle from the front cross-aisle, travels as
far as the farthest pick location and then returns to the front cross-aisle (Hwang & Kim, 2005;
Boenzi et al., 2015). The Midpoint policy extends the return strategy by requiring the order
picker to enter a picking aisle from a cross-aisle, traverse the aisle as far as the midpoint to
perform the picks and return to the same cross-aisle (Hwang et al., 2004). At the midpoint, the
order picker returns and leaves the aisle from the same end as he entered the aisle. (van Gils
et al., 2016). Depending on the items to be picked in an aisle, a picker may have to enter the
same picking aisle again from the other cross aisle. (Hwang et al., 2004). The Only picker
traverses entirely the first aisle to enter the back aisle and the last aisle to exit the back aisle
(Petersen, 1997; Dukić & Oluić, 2004).
The Largest Gap routing policy extends the return routing policy because if the largest gap
within an aisle is the distance between two adjacent pick locations, the picker should perform a
return (Liu et al., 2012; van Gils et al., 2016). The largest gap in a visited aisle is defined as the
distance between either any two adjacent pick locations, or between the first pick location and
the front cross-aisle, or between the last pick location and the back cross-aisle (Liu et al.,
2012). Hence, all aisles that contain even one item to be picked are left at the same side as
they were entered, and first and last aisles visited are traversed entirely (Dukic & Oluic, 2007).
It should be noted that the largest gap the portion of the aisle that is not traversed (Albareda-
Sambola et al., 2009).
The composite or combined routing policy combines the best features of the S-shape and
Return policies (Petersen & Schmenner, 1999; Burinskiene, 2010), or the best features of the
S-shape and Largest Gap policies (Matusiak et al., 2014) in order to minimize the travel
distance between the farthest pick locations in two adjacent aisles (Elbert et al., 2016). An aisle
is either fully traversed (S-shape) or entered and left from the same side  of the aisle (Return
or Largest Gap) (Petersen, 1997), and the option to choose is selected taking into account
which one gives the shortest travel distance when combined with the best option for the next
aisle  (Petersen & Schmenner, 1999; Albareda-Sambola et al., 2009). For each visited aisle, the
choice is made by using dynamic programming to decide the better starting point for the next
aisle (Roodbergen & De Koster, 2001; Dukic & Oluic, 2007).
From these routing policies, S-shape, Largest Gap, Return and Composite policies will be
considered in order to analyze programming and operation insights as well as the computing
time needed to obtain solutions for different warehouse configurations and pick list sizes. The
Return policy will be excluded because the Largest Gap policy represents an improvement of
this routing policy, generating a more efficient return point in each aisle.

3. Routing policies flowcharts
In order to provide a better understanding of S-shape, Largest Gap, Return and Composite
policies, we present in this section flowcharts for each policy, explaining how to program or
codify them in a programming language and thus test the policies under different warehouse



instances.
Figure 1 presents a flowchart explaining the operation of the S-shape (SS) routing policy. This
policy provides good results when picking density per picking aisle is large (Petersen & Aase,
2004) and when the number of aisles to visit tends to be small. Therefore, it is justified to
traverse the aisles of the warehouse, because the pick locations would be very close to each
other.

Figure  1. Flowchart for the S-shape routing policy

Figure 2 depicts the flowchart of the Largest Gap (LP) heuristic. This policy provides good
results when the pick list size is medium or small (Petersen, 1999), when the number of aisles
to be visited tends to be large and when the pick locations are quite close to the cross-aisles.
This is how the Return policy avoids traversing significant distances within each aisle,
generating a route near to the front and back cross-aisles.

Figure  2. Flowchart for the Largest Gap routing policy



Figure 3 shows the flowchart for return (RT) policy. The return policy causes inefficient travel
when pick locations tend to exist in the upper part (Hwang et al., 2004) and when the pick list
size increases. However, this policy could be beneficial saving space required as there is no
need for a rear aisle (Dukic & Oluic, 2007), and can also have a good performance with a class-
based storage policy, where the most demanded items are located near the front cross-aisle.

Figure  3. Flowchart for the Return routing policy



Figure 4 presents the flowchart of the composite heuristic (CO). This routing policy can produce
near-optimal solutions (Petersen & Aase, 2004). The inefficiencies are not great and the risks of
false steps or missed picks are low (Petersen & Schmenner, 1999). It offers a balance between
the performance of the S-shape and Largest Gap, so it can offer a more stable performance for
different warehouse configurations and pick list sizes.

Figure 4. Flowchart for the Composite routing policy



On the other hand, it is observed that each routing policy has operating features that allow
them to get a good performance under certain conditions. However, it is of interest to test all
routing policies for the same routing problem, in order to find the shortest traveled distance in
different warehouse configurations and pick list sizes. This procedure will be called as
“simultaneous policies” (SP), and will be studied in the experiments and simulations in section
4.

4. Warehouse configuration and computational
environment
In this study, we model rectangular warehouses with parallel aisles with a cross-aisle at the
front and at the rear, the width and depth of a storage location and the width of every aisle and
cross-aisle is 1 meter. A depot is located at the left bottom corner, and each item is assigned to



only one storage location. Two-sided picking is assumed within an aisle, and the horizontal
distance within picking aisles is negligible. A random storage policy is considered.
In order to determine the computing time of routing policies under different scenarios, the
following factors were considered in a warehouse environment: number of aisles (5, 10, 15, 20,
25), storage locations per aisle (10, 20, 30, 40, 50), pick list size (5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%)
and routing policies (SS, LG, RT, CO, SP). The pick list size is the number of pick locations to
visit in a tour, and it is defined as a percentage of the storage locations for every warehouse
configuration. The number of scenarios to be tested is 625 (5x5x5x5), and in each scenario,
100 simulations are performed to obtain statistical validity of the average computation time for
the routing policies. This is how 62.500 instances have to be evaluated. Table 1 shows the
storage locations and the total area of the warehouse configurations, obtained from the
combination of the number of aisles and storage locations per aisle.

Table 1. Storage locations and total area of every warehouse configuration

Storage
locations

Storage locations per aisle

10 20 30 40 50
Area

Number
of

aisles

5
100 200 300 400 500

180 330 480 630 780

10
200 400 600 800 1.000

360 660 960 1.260 1.560

15

300 600 900 1.200 1.500

540 990 1.440 1.890 2.340

20
400 800 1.200 1.600 2.000

720 1.320 1.920 2.520 3.120

25
500 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.500

900 1.650 2.400 3.150 3.900

 
We use Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) in Excel 2013 to create the programming codes of
the routing policies, and the experimental instances run on a PC (Intel i5 2.8 gigahertz CPU, 8-
gigabyte memory) with Windows 8.1 Pro.
 

5. Simulation results
Once we established the instances for the simulations, the experiment is intended to compare
the performance of the routing policies regarding computing time. Table 2 shows the average
computing time, maximum and minimum computing time for each routing policy in the



evaluated instances. Hence, it is found that the S-shape policy presents a shorter average
computing time, and the Return policy presents the longer average computing time. The same
trend is observed for the minimum and maximum computation times in the evaluated
instances. By executing the SP heuristic (SS, LG, CO and RT policies) in the evaluated
instances, an average computing time of 37,3 milliseconds (ms) is generated, which is a viable
computing time and is equivalent to 1.610 runs of the heuristic per minute. In the case of a
warehouse size of 3.900 m2 and a pick list size of 625 items, the maximum computing time
generated is 125,3 ms which is equivalent to 480 runs per minute.

Table 2. Routing policy computing times in evaluated instances

Routing policy
Computing Time in milliseconds (ms)

Average Maximum Minimum

SS 7,5 25,2 0,3

LG 9,0 30,9 0,5

CO 9,4 32,7 0,8

RT 11,1 41,6 0,9

SP 37,3 125,3 3,6

 
Figure 5 shows the computing time for routing policies according to the warehouse area,
deducing that the run time of each routing policy grows exponentially as the warehouse size
increases. As stated in Table 2, the S-shape is the routing policy with the shortest computing
time since it is the simplest policy, while the Return policy generates the largest computing
time. The Largest Gap and Composite policies present similar computing times due to similar
calculations and comparisons for each aisle to be visited.

Figure 5. Computing time per routing policy according to warehouse size



It is also identified for small warehouses that the S-shape computing time resembles the
Largest Gap computation time, however, as the warehouse size increases, the difference
between both policies increases considerably.
Regarding the computing time according to the pick list size, Figure 6 shows similar computing
times for the analyzed routing policies as the pick list size tend to be small (up to 25 items or
picking locations to visit). From a pick list size of 30 items, the Return policy presents longer
computation times. From Figure 6 it is also inferred that the computing times of the S-shape,
Largest Gap and Composite policies resemble up to pick list sizes of 100 items. From this pick
list size, an obvious difference is generated between the S-shape policy with respect to the
Largest Gap and Composite policies. From pick list sizes of 375 items, the Composite policy
generates longer computation times than the Largest Gap policy due to the additional
calculations that must be performed by the Composite policy each time an aisle is to be visited,
in order to identify whether the next aisle will be entered by the front cross-aisle or by the back
cross-aisle.

Figure 6. Computing time per routing policy according to pick list size



By executing the SP heuristic and selecting the shortest distance among the SS, LG, CO and RT
policies, computation times are obtained and shown in Figure 7. It is observed that both the
warehouse size and the pick list size influence the computation times of the routing policies. For
a warehouse size of 3,150 m2 and a pick list size of 100 items, an average computing time of
68,7 ms is generated, which may be similar to the computing time generated in a warehouse
size of 2.340 m2 and a pick list size of 300 items, with an average computing time of 65,1 ms.
Alike, a warehouse size of 990 m2 and a pick list size of 30 items generate an average
computing time of 21,1 ms that is similar to the computing time generated by a warehouse size
of 660 m2 and a pick list size of 100 items (20,1 ms).

Figure 7. Computing time for SP heuristic (joint routing policies) 
according to the warehouse size and pick list size



Table 3 presents computing time estimations for population-based metaheuristics used in order
batching problems, whose computing time is mainly defined by parameters such as population
size and the number of iterations or generations. Within these metaheuristics can be mentioned
the genetic algorithms (GA), ant colony optimization (ACO) and particle swarm optimization
(PSO). In order batching problems, each feasible solution must be tested with a picking routing
in order to minimize the total traveled distance, and the total number of routes to be generated
and tested is equal to the multiplication of the population size and the number of iterations.
Table 3 shows estimated computing times taking into account population sizes ranging from 10
to 50 individuals, and iterations ranging from 50 to 200.

Table 3. Estimated computing times for SP heuristic in population-based 
metaheuristics for order batching problems

Population Iterations Routes

Computing Time (min)

Average Maximum* Minimum**

10

50 500 0,3 1,0 0,0

100 1.000 0,6 2,1 0,1

150 1.500 0,9 3,1 0,1

200 2.000 1,2 4,2 0,1

50 1.000 0,6 2,1 0,1

100 2.000 1,2 4,2 0,1



20

150 3.000 1,9 6,3 0,2

200 4.000 2,5 8,4 0,2

30

50 1.500 0,9 3,1 0,1

100 3.000 1,9 6,3 0,2

150 4.500 2,8 9,4 0,3

200 6.000 3,7 12,5 0,4

40

50 2.000 1,2 4,2 0,1

100 4.000 2,5 8,4 0,2

150 6.000 3,7 12,5 0,4

200 8.000 5,0 16,7 0,5

50

50 2.500 1,6 5,2 0,2

100 5.000 3,1 10,4 0,3

150 7.500 4,7 15,7 0,5

200 10.000 6,2 20,9 0,6

*   Warehouse size of 3.900 m2 and pick list size of 625 items

** Warehouse size of 180 m2 and pick list size of 5 items

From Table 3, it is deduced that on average, for small population sizes (10 to 20 individuals),
between 500 and 4.000 routes can be created to compute fitness values in population-based
metaheuristics, generating a computing time between 0,3 and 2,5 minutes. For medium
population sizes (30 individuals), between 1.500 and 6.000 routes can be created, generating a
computing time between 0.9 and 3.7 minutes. For large population sizes (40 to 50 individuals),
between 2,000 and 10,000 routes can be created, generating a computing time between 1,6
and 6,2 minutes.
For the extreme case of a population size of 50 individuals, 200 generations, a warehouse of
3.900 m2 and a pick list size of 625 items, 10.000 routes can be generated involving
computation times of up to 20,9 minutes. On the other hand, for the extreme case of a
population size of 10 individuals, 50 generations, a warehouse of 180 m2 and a pick list size of
5 items, 500 routes can be generated involving a computing time shorter than 10 seconds.
Therefore, the joint use of routing policies offers short solution times for the picker routing
problem, and suitable solution times for order batching problems, which are often more
complex, especially when applying population-based metaheuristics. Computing times in these
metaheuristics are drastically affected by population size, the number of iterations, warehouse
size, and picking list size. Consequently, warehouse managers must understand the trade-off
between computation time and solution quality, because a better exploration of the solution



space of order batching and picker routing problems requires longer solution times, especially
when the warehouse size and the pick list size increase.             

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the computing time of routing policies under different warehouse
configurations and pick list sizes. Four routing policies, S-shape, Largest Gap, Return, and
Composite have been described in detail. The application of the routing policies results in
reasonable computation times for the router picking problem due to the easy programming and
operation of the policies. Even, the simultaneous application of the routing policies results in
reasonable computing times and allows obtaining improvements compared with the application
of a single policy.
The results demonstrate that the warehouse size and pick list size directly influence the
computing time of routing policies. Similarly, the population size and the number of iterations to
be used in population-based metaheuristics for order batching problems influence the total
number of routes to be performed, and likewise the total computation time.
The simulation results of our study contribute to both practitioners and academic research. It is
recommended that warehouse managers implement simultaneously the routing policies
discussed in this paper to achieve greater efficiency in traveled distance for every warehouse
size and pick list size. Hence, routing-policies-based solutions can adapt to different warehouse
sizes and pick list sizes, providing satisfactory solutions and short computing times.
As a future work, it is suggested to study the computing time of the routing policies in multi-
block warehouses, as well as under a class-based storage, volume-based ABC curves, and other
storage policies different to the random storage policy. Likewise, it is recommended to compare
the traveled distance of the SP heuristic with each routing policy, in order to determine distance
savings in different warehouse configurations and pick list sizes.
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